The FrameCo Glass Cutter is a tungsten-carbide glass cutting wheel mounted onto a solid aluminium holder, which can be attached to the Mat Master™ Rule, ensuring accurate, clean cuts everytime. Because the head is vertical to the glass surface at all times, each cut is finer and more even. This means more successful cutting with less danger from broken or miss cut glass.

How to use the FrameCo Glass Cutter

1. For the best results attach the Glass Cutter to the FrameCo Mat Master™ Rule. See fig. 1
   However the cutter can also be used with any good quality straight edge.
2. Start with the indicator arrows, on the base of the cutter, level with the top edge of the glass. Place your index finger on the head knob (fig. 2), and with an even downwards pressure draw the cutter back towards you. Do not press too hard.
3. Keep the speed of the cutter constant and run the cutter off the bottom edge of the glass without stopping.
4. NEVER recut a second time.
5. To break out the cut, slide the glass to the edge of the table or work bench, and place your fingers as shown in fig. 3. Break by pushing upwards. See fig. 4.

Please note: When working with glass safety goggles and gloves should be worn.

The FrameCo Glass Cutter can also be used freehand to create decorative cuts.